Trustworthy software execution in the cloud requires strong privacy and security guarantees from a secure trust base in
hardware. Recognizing this, chipmakers recently introduced secure execution environment, such as Intel SGX. A key component of secure execution environment is memory encryption and integrity verification. In this talk, I will give an overview of key milestones in memory encryption and integrity verification technologies. Then, I will discuss how these technologies need to be redesigned to work with new memory technologies. The rise of new memory technologies, such as
3D-stacked DRAM, and non-volatile main memory (NVMM), provide new requirements, challenges, and opportunities to
providing secure execution environment.
I will discuss our recent discovery of significant write amplification from memory encryption on NVMM. Then, I will discuss writes that occur as a result of one of the most frequent OS operations, shredding processes’ data. Shredding data is
the process of zero initializing any new physical page by the kernel before mapping it to a process. We observe that the
kernel zero initialization process can contribute to a large percentage of the overall number of main memory writes. Our
secure NVMM memory controller, Silent Shredder, enables shredding pages at zero cost. Furthermore, it speeds up reading shredded cache lines and improve the performance. Silent Shredder eliminates an average of 48.6% of the writes in
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His contributions to cybersecurity include split counter mode architecture (ISCA 2006), discovery of counter replay
attacks (ISCA 2006), distributed shared memory encryption (PACT 2006), Bonsai Merkle Tree (MICRO 2007), selfencrypting non-volatile main memory (ISCA 2011), zero-cost page shredding (ASPLOS 2016), and low-cost memory access pattern obfuscation (ISCA 2017). Some of the key discoveries and designs have been incorporated into Intel SGX
Memory Encryption Engine (MEE).

